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Consequences of parental corporal punishment on 12-year old children
in the Colombo district
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Abstract
Objective To study the association between parental
corporal punishment and psychological maladjustment
in children. Potential mediating variables of this
association were explored. The relationship between
corporal punishment and physical abuse was also
investigated.
Design, setting and sample The children (N=1226, 12year olds) were selected from government schools in
the Colombo district, using a stratified random sampling
technique.
Measurements Self-administered instruments, adapted
and validated to the Sri Lankan context were used.
Results The experience of parental corporal punishment
was shown to be moderately, but significantly, associated
with psychological maladjustment in children. This
association was enhanced by the child witnessing or
experiencing non-parent-to-child violence (eg. domestic,
community, teacher and peer violence). The extent of the
child's support network, the nature of the parent-child
relationship and the child's attitude to corporal
punishment did not significantly alter the association
between corporal punishment and psychological
maladjustment. Corporal punishment was also
moderately, but significantly, associated with child
physical abuse.
Conclusions Parental corporal punishment is associated
with psychological harm for children; this association is
further enhanced by other forms of violence in a child's
life.

Introduction
Disciplining children is a key aspect of parenting.
There is currently much interest on what constitute
healthy and unhealthy disciplinary methods, especially
with regard to corporal punishment [1]. Corporal
punishment is the use of physical force with the intention
of causing a child to experience pain but not injury for
purposes of correction or control of the child's behaviour
[2]. Physical abuse, on the other hand, is characterised by
the infliction of physical injury as a result of punching,
beating, kicking, biting, burning, shaking or otherwise
harming a child. In physical abuse, the parent may not

have intended to hurt the child, rather the injury may have
resulted from severe corporal punishment [3]. Some tend
to view corporal punishment and physical abuse along a
continuum, so that, when corporal punishment is
administered too severely or frequently the outcome can
be abuse [3, 4].
The merits and demerits of corporal punishment have
been argued for decades [4]. Some have concluded that it
is effective if used within certain conditions [5], others
have concluded that it is ineffective at best and harmful at
worst [6]. Although corporal punishment is associated
with the short term suppression of undesired behaviour
[7], it may not lead to long term compliance [8] or
internalisation of the parental disciplinary message [9].
Corporal punishment has also been associated with a
number of short and long term negative psychological
outcomes in children [10,11,12,13]. Aside from these
adverse outcomes, corporal punishment used with
increasing frequency and severity has been shown to lead
to physical abuse [14].
The association between parental corporal
punishment and psychological maladjustment appears to
be influenced by various factors in a child's life. For
instance, the experience of corporal punishment is
associated with the child witnessing domestic and
community violence [15], and being victimised in the
school [16], such as by teachers or peers. The child's
support network may alter the negative psychological
effect of such punishment [4,17,18]. Similarly, corporal
punishment used by a nurturant parent appears to buffer
its negative psychological outcomes [19]. Corporal
punishment used in a consistent manner [20], a child's
perceived fairness of the use of corporal punishment [21],
and parent-child dialogue when using such punishment
[5] has also been considered to ameliorate its negative
outcomes.

Method
A sample of 1226 (60.8% girls) 12-year olds was
chosen by a stratified random sampling technique from all
Sinhala language government schools in the Colombo
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district. Buddhists were a majority 84.8%; 6.4% were Islam,
4.1% Roman Catholic, 3.4% Christian, and 1.2% Hindu
and 90.2% were of Sinhalese ethnic origin (1.8% Moslem;
2.4% Sri Lankan Tamil; 0.6% Malay; 0.6% Burgher; 0.4%
Indian Tamil; 0.1% Other). Permission for the study was
obtained from the appropriate Ministry and approval was
obtained from the ethical review committee of the Faculty
of Medicine, Colombo. Verbal consent to take part in the
study was obtained.
The minor physical assault (ie. corporal punishment)
scale of the Parent-Child Conflict Tactics Scale's Sinhala
version [CTSPC: 22] was used to determine corporal
punishment. CTSPC scales of severe and very severe
assault were used to measure physical abuse [22]. The
Personality Assessment Questionnaire's Sinhala version
[PAQ: 22] was used to determine psychological
maladjustment in the children. The Psychosocial
Questionnaire [PSQ: 22] comprised of items shown in
previous research to be associated with parental use of
physical force and its outcomes. The PSQ has four
indicators of non-parent-to-child violence (eg. domestic,
community, peer, and teacher), two indicators of a child's
support network (peer and adult), four indicators of the
parent-child relationship (nurturance, consistency in using
corporal punishment, children's perceived fairness of
parental corporal punishment, and parent-child dialogue
when using corporal punishment), and one indicator of
child's attitude to corporal punishment.
The instruments were administered to all 12-year
olds who attended class on the test day. Children were
informed of the nature of the study and that confidentiality
of answers would be maintained. The first author
administered the instruments and was available
throughout to clarify any doubts.

Results
Structural equation modelling [SEM] a statistical
technique that analyses complex relationships among
study variables, was used to analyse the data [22].
Results showed that increasing levels of corporal
punishment was moderately, but significantly, associated
with a child's psychological maladjustment. This
association was significantly enhanced by the extent of
the child's experience of non-parent-to-child violence. The
extent of the child's support system, the nature of the
parent-child relationship and child's attitude to corporal
punishment did not significantly alter the corporal
punishment psychological maladjustment association [23].
There was a moderate, yet significant, association between
corporal punishment and child physical abuse [22].

previous research [10,11,12,13], and that the experience of
non-parent-to-child violence is directly related to corporal
punishment. Non-parent-to-child violence leads to further
psychological maladjustment in children. The experience
of corporal punishment and its association with children
experiencing or witnessing other forms of violence has
been corroborated by previous research [15]. Parents who
are violent towards their spouse have a greater tendency
to use physical force when their children misbehave [15].
Being a recipient or witness of family or community
violence is associated with several psychological
problems in the child [4], which may lead to a deficit in
their coping skills. These psychological problems and
deficits in coping skills may make the child vulnerable to
further victimisation in non-family situations, such as in
school, by teachers or peers [16], a vicious cycle of violence
and psychological problems for the child.
Our results showed too that a child's favourable
attitude to corporal punishment was associated with
experience of such discipline – a finding corroborated by
previous research [23], but such a favourable attitude did
not have a significant buffering effect on the association
between corporal punishment and psychological
maladjustment. These findings indicate that corporal
punishment is associated with psychological harm, despite
a child's favourable attitude towards such discipline.
We found that the nature of parent-child relationship
does not have a significant buffering effect on the negative
psychological outcome of corporal punishment. Hence,
even though a child may perceive the parents as warm
and loving, if the parents use corporal punishment, it may
be associated with psychological maladjustment. Even if
parents used corporal punishment with consistency,
fairness and dialogue, that did not appear to buffer corporal
punishment's negative psychological outcome. Although
previous research has shown that a healthy support system
buffers the negative psychological outcomes of corporal
punishment [18], this was not confirmed in our study [23],
the reasons for which need to be explored in future
research.
We also noted that children report the experience of
physical abuse in direct proportion to corporal punishment
experienced by them. Corporal punishment appears to be
a risk factor for child physical abuse.
These findings have implications for educating Sri
Lankan parents on child rearing in general and corporal
punishment in particular. Most Sri Lankans accept corporal
punishment as useful and preventing its use is considered
as imposing "western" ideas in Sri Lanka [22]. Historical
records however indicate that in ancient Sri Lanka, corporal
punishment of children may have been prohibited by some
of its kings [25].

Discussion
Our study showed that increasing levels of corporal
punishment were significantly associated with a child's
psychological maladjustment, a finding corroborated by
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